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Formation for Mission

Magis Deo members invited to join
KPK Movement

Reported by Tony Arevalo

con’t on page 2

A community-based
national political movement that
hopes to motivate and educate the
Filipinos for nonviolent political and
social participation, and commits
to work for the common good of all
by undertaking an educational
campaign for enlightened, mature
and responsible citizenry from
which servant –leaders will
emerge, was introduced at length
to the Magis Deo community
during its first Friday Mass –
teaching last July 8, 2005 at the
Layforce, Guadalupe..

Nandy Pacheco, prime mover
of both the Kapatiran sa
Pangkalahatang Kabutihan (KPK)
as well as the more popular
Movement for a Gunless Society,
provided the community members
in attendance with their
movement’s rationale and
objectives for forming it and its
purported role in bringing about a
new brand of politics in today’s
political landscape. The KPK was
duly accredited by the Comelec
last may 8, 2004, or just 2 days
before the national elections.

It was the political movement,
KPK, according to Pacheco, that
gave birth  to the new political party
called Alliance for the Common
Good (Ang Kapatiran). The latter,
a national political party registered
with the Comelec, reportedly
espouses a new brand of politics:
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the politics of virtue and politics of
duty.

The KPK’s aspirations of the
Filipino people, Pacheco
disclosed, became the political
platform of Ang Kapatiran. In the
KPK leaflets he circulated to the
audience, it was stated that the
political party shall be the political
expression of the political
movement, KPK. The Ang
Kapatiran party does not replace
the movement. The movement
strengthens the party, but the two
are also autonomous from one
another.

KPK’s vision is to make the
members a gift to God and to
others. Meanwhile, its

Mission includes: building a
nation of character as an antidote
to bad politics; developing an

enlightened citizenry thru character
building and values formation;
promoting a consistent ethics of
life; and promoting a platform –
based politics (a platform based
on love, peace, etc.)

.
Pacheco stressed that

“we’ve (referring to everyone
comprising the Catholic Church)
allowed politics to be debased
and prostituted to what it is today”.
He sees that the role of the laity
nowadays can no longer be
understated in terms of the need
to contribute to the collective effort
of sanctifying the world, making the
church operative by being the salt
of the earth, and being more
actively involved in the clean-up
and reform of politics which is
equivalent to good governance and
public service.

Politics is good per se; it is
how it has been misused / abused
that is the problem and it’s people
who have made it dirty, he claimed.
Religion cannot be divorced from
politics as the physical cannot be
separated from the spiritual; how
we live reflects what we believe in
and vice versa, he added. Pacheco
likewise emphasized that any
serious believer of God cannot
allow what’s happening in the
Philippines now.

Still delving into the role of
the Church, Pacheco believes that
the church ceases to be a church
when it shirks the political aspect.
Religion is personal but never
private, he said.  Politics is the
medium through which we show
our love for one another. In effect,
Pacheco believes that politics and
religion can and do mix.

He even advised the
audience that the faithful should not
only keep on uttering the phrase
“your kingdom come” as part of the
Lord’s Prayer, but also act
decisively in making the kingdom
come right now here on earth!

Elaborating on these points,
Pacheco offered a three-step
process in enabling us to solve the
nation’s problems: 1) acknowledge
the root cause/s; 2) recognize
politics has a moral dimension;
and, 3) muster a firm resolve to
change for the better.

As part of his closing
statements, Pacheco called on the
audience to consider seriously the
need for political action, for only by
political action can the politics of
pork barrel, personality, deception,
hypocrisy, dishonesty, patronage,
pay-off, immoral compromises, and
of guns, goons and gold be truly
addressed and acted upon.
Political action means putting into
practice what has been taught by
or learned from KPK as a
movement. According to him,
political education without political
action is dead.

Membership to KPK is
open to all regardless of religion
and socio-economic status in life.
It is open to people of goodwill,
people who acknowledge that the
root cause of our problem is moral
and spiritual, people who humbly
admit their share of guilt for the sad
state of affairs of our country, either
directly or indirectly, or by act of
commission or omission, people
who want to reform and want to see
a peaceful and wholesome change
in our environment, people who
want to make a difference, people
who are ready to suffer personal
inconvenience for the common
good, and people who what to live
for God and for others.

Magis Deo members invited to
join...  from page 1
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Sunday Homily
The Philippine Star

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.

At this point in our history,
what may the Lord be telling us as
a people?

“I was with you at Edsa I, but
you went back to your old ways
soon after. Then again, I carried
you through Edsa II. What did you
do afterwards? Balik sa dating
ugali. Now here you are again –
at the brink of national disaster.
With deepest care and concern, I
am here again with you – but are
you really listening to Me? And will
you continue to listen to Me after
the initial storm has abated? This
may be your last wake-up call!

Can you not grow up as a
people once and for all? Can you
not reach out to one another for the
sake of the common good? Can
you not break through the barriers,
biases, and self-serving interests
of your political parties, put your
heads and hearts together, and
move forward for my sake and for
your own sake? When will you stop
being “kanya-kanya” and start
becoming “sama-sama” as my
people? Can you not once and for
all embrace love and justice that
will move you to unity and peace?”

This primal law of God is
what we find in today’s Gospel
reading (Mt. 13: 44-52). To sell all
that we have and buy that treasure
in His field, that pearl of great price.

July 24, 2005

Last wake-up
call?

Otherwise, we will find ourselves
in the fiery furnace.

But we keep losing that
treasure, that pearl of great price.
Instead, we keep hanging on to our
“reputation” of being the second
most corrupt nation in Asia!

All our churches of different
denominations must double, nay,
triple their efforts in leading our
people to an authentic moral-
spiritual conversion. For the
longest time, so many of our
people and leaders from all
sectors of society are stuck in what
is called extrinsic religion rather
than intrinsic religion. Religion is
extrinsic and mostly ritualistic when
it is not yet integrated into one’s
way of life. Church membership is
more a support-system and serves
other non-religious ends, e.g.,
sociological belongingness, inner
security, etc. In Christian language,
such a person is what we call a
marginal Christian.

On the other hand, religion
is intrinsic when one’s faith is really
integrated into his/her way of life.
One’s faith is an end in itself, a
final, not an instrumental good. The
nuclear Christian who is in the
process of continuing conversion
till the end of one’s life.

In many instances, our
marginal Christians think and act,
not as moral or immoral, but
amoral. There is no sense of real
guilt in what they do. “Okey lang.”
What a tragedy. I am convinced
that this is partly endemic in our
culture, as well as partly due to the
American West that introduced us

to their so-called strict separation
of church and state. In their own
attempt to unify their own people
who came from various ethnic-
religious groups, they relegated
God to a Sunday service, since
denominational religions tended to
divide rather than unify people. But
in doing this, they threw the baby
with the bath water. They
secularized politics, economics,
media, and the other sciences.
This was the legacy they gave us,
and we are still suffering from it.
May we all re-commit ourselves to
the reality that there is only one and
the same God or Higher Power of
all creation, of all cultures, and of
all religions, and find God in all
living creatures, and in all that we
do.

Coming back to our current
socio-political crisis, let us fully
support the moral position of the
Catholic Bishops’ Conference of
the Philippines (CBCP) which
emphasizes accountability,
constitutionality, and non-violence.
Our people are divided on this
volatile situation, so let us heed the
discerned message of our church
leaders:

“Hence, we also appeal to
the people, especially their
representatives and leaders, to
discern their decisions not in terms
of political loyalties but in the light
of the Gospel values of truth, justice
and the common good…. To
respond to the pastoral situation
we commit ourselves to a more
effective evangelization in word
and deed so that moral values
might become dynamic forces of
human life in economics, politics
and culture.”

Political spirituality!
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Conversations
Here, I am, Lord. We

have heard You calling in the dark.
And when the light shines bright,
though in truth, those times seem to
be getting fewer and fewer as time
goes by. Your voice was loud and
clear at EDSA I.  And also afterwards,
as our hopes rose and fell, when our
newly fledged democracy was
challenged by nine attempted coup
d’etats, the self-seeking of Kamag-
anak, Inc., a murderous debt burden
our leaders have commited our
great-grandchildren to pay, an even
more murderous culture of
corruption and duplicity on all levels
of our nation.

By Your grace, we survived
those tumultuous Cory years, and
we segued as a nation, peacefully,
constitutionally, into the Ramos
administration. You gave us a taste
of plenty then – the economy
booming, businesses recovering.
Busog. From the Makati stockmarket
investor to the factory worker tired
by overtime, happy to bring home a
solid, fat paycheck. We failed to see,
to hear the gnawing of termites at
work.

Once, You said “the poor you
will always have with you.”  We
heard Your words, we did not
understand that it was also a
warning. We have not reflected fully
on how or why You who love us to
the point of Your death, now just
seems to stand by, watching Your
beloved live, dead to life’s blessings.

I hear Your people cry. I am
crying too, for them, for their children,

and children’s children. For mine too.
Lord, what do You want me to do?

Those years of plenty were
quickly followed by famine. Our
mouths agape with shock, we
allowed ourselves to elect a
charming, amoral, selfish president,
who in the words of one nun, did in
three years what took Marcos fifteen
years to achieve. Then EDSA II, and
the threat of EDSA III, and today, our
nation is in crisis again.

People Power? Impeach?
Resign? Change our form of
government? Con-Con? Con-Ass?
A Truth Commission? The increased
suffering of those who are poor to
begin with. And we are fast getting
closer to becoming like them in ways,
I do not believe for one moment, Lord
of Life, is your desire for us.
Nakakahilo, Lord.

MAHAL, you have already
begun. I gave you the ME, and the
SDR and your spiritual directors and
Magis Deo, and your BCGGs and the
spirituality I personally taught
Ignatius, and which I personally am
teaching you in your prayer and
service. You have each moment you
immersed yourself in compassion
with the poor. 600 Suyuans, two
thousand couples, two thousand
families are interesting numbers. Not
too different from five loaves and two
fishes multiplied. I could have
created food out of nothing, but I
chose to use and multiply the five
loaves and two fishes that you
offered.

Food for their bodies, food for
their souls, minds, hearts, hands.
You don’t get good governance, a
healthy economy, peace, jobs by
cutting the bible. You need whole
people, Healthy relationships.
Families in community. Families in
politics (oh, did I say a bad word?)

Continue to immerse yourself
and see how very little difference
there is between your dreams, their
dreams, your desires, their desires.
Yet, such an enormous difference in
the opportunities to fully partake of
life’s blessings. Understand in what
ways you have contributed to this
situation, both wittingly and
unwittingly. Let them learn from you,
let them teach you. In the silence of
your prayer, in the prayer of your
service.
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Our Magis Deo mission/
vision statement says that we are
called “to build his Kingdom on
earth.”  We are committed to
bringing the Kingdom of God here on
earth “through a life of stewardship,
simplicity, sharing and service to
others.”

Given the worldwide effort to
“Make Poverty History”, and our own
country’s fight to reduce poverty,
perhaps it is time to revisit this
aspect of our mission/vision.  What
exactly is the Kingdom of God? Fr.
Carlos Abesamis, SJ, in his latest
book Backpack of a Jesus Seeker,
explains that the Kingdom of God
proclaimed by Jesus is
characterized by:

Good news to the poor
· Justice to the nations
· Health for the sick
· Liberty to the oppressed
· A Spirit-filled emissary to proclaim

all this
· Jubilee year (restoration of land,

release of slaves, rest for the
l and, cancellation of debts)
· Release to the captives
· Life and resurrection to the dead

The list above shows that
salvation or “life-blessings” in the
Kingdom of God does not only refer
to sanctifying grace but also food,
shelter, jobs, justice, liberation and
everything else that leads to the total
well being of the human person.
Jesus addressed his message of
hope especially to the poor and the
oppressed.  In fact, in all scripture
passages where Jesus announces
his mission, bringing good news to
the poor is always mentioned first or
last for emphasis. And by poor,
Jesus meant the materially poor.

Building the Kingdom:
the Suyuan

“The poor in spirit” was an editorial
added by Matthew later on.

What about the rich or those
that are not poor?  Well, he either
criticized them for their oppressive
conduct, or challenged them to
change or lovingly invited them to
share what they had with the poor.
In fact everyone who heeds Jesus’
call to conversion are welcome and
accepted in the God’s Kingdom.

In the 21st century, perhaps
the life-blessings for the total-well
being of the human person may not
be so different.  And Jesus Christ
continues to challenge us to change
and invite us to share what we have
with the poor - our time, talent and
treasure.  And he continues to call
us to a relationship with him, to know
him, to love him, and to follow him,
to work as his partner in building the
kingdom.

Fr. Abesamis says we can
only understand Jesus if we see him
“… through the eyes of the poor in
struggle.  Without significant contact
with the poor, knowing Jesus is a
most difficult task.” He therefore
recommends “some serious form of
immersion in the lives of the poor”
to enrich our spirituality.  No wonder
Fr. Ruben keeps telling us almost like
a broken record to reach out of our
community to the poor in our midst
whether in our mission areas or
elsewhere.

And what better way to know
the hearts and minds of the poor
than through our own charism of
promoting better marital and family
relationships through the Suyuan
program?   Sponsoring and
facilitating Suyuans are truly

occasions of seeing God’s Kingdom
beginning to unfold.  While Magis
Deo members may give of
themselves by sharing their life story
as team sharers or by facilitating in
the small group sharing, or by
donating and serving the meals, the

Suyuan participants have
something just as significant if not
more to give.  They inspire us by
their dignity, tenacity and
perseverance in their struggle to live.
They allow us to see God in their
generosity to give of themselves and
the little that they have to a sick
neighbor or to someone who has
lost a loved one.  And when we see
these shining moments of the
Kingdom here on earth, our faith,
hope and love for God, our neighbor
and our country become stronger
than ever.

Stories of how the Suyuan
change not only the lives of the
participants but of their families as
well show us that we can, do, and
should participate in Jesus Christ’s
mission to proclaim his Kingdom,
especially to the poor who struggle,
through the Suyuan and its related
programs.  Wouldn’t it be great if all
Post LSS and BCGGs do their
immersion with the poor through a
Suyuan or a BEM and its reunion
sessions at least once a year?  To
be sure individuals and groups in
Magis Deo have their own ways of
reaching out to the poor.  But nothing
can beat the Suyuan in terms of
having direct and close contact with
the poor on a sustained basis.  And
think of the multiplier effect
especially for the children. The
Suyuan is God’s special gift to us,
an opportunity for Magis Deo to help
build God’s Kingdom on earth.

by : Monchito and Tina Mossesgeld
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Magnificat - Psalm 46
Micah 6:8 - Thessalonians
Isaiah 66 - Mustard Seed
Galilee - Corinthians/Sothel
John - Lights
Kapatiran Kay Kristo - Genesis
Sirach - Ignatians
Agnus Dei - Emmanuel
Gentiles - Philippians
Romans - Cana
Sal Terrae - Archangel Gabriel/

Anastasis and
Wisdom

Note: Magis XLI has been merged with Gentiles
CIA with Wisdom

BCGG Interface Schedule
August – November 2005

every 4th week of the month

We keep on hearing a lot of sad
news from all over the world. So many
people are suffering, men and women,
young and old. We hear how they suffer
from sicknesses, suffer from starvation,
even broken relationships. They are like
fresh wounds, we have to find remedies
to ease the pain from this kind of
sufferings.

I would like to share with you
simple tips on how I have extended help
to people around me without putting in a
giant effort. Not everyone like me, can give
his/her Treasure, but certainly I can give
my Talent and my Time. There are Three
E’s I know everyone is capable of sharing.

1. Empathy

Have you ever experienced people
telling you their problems and all you
could do was to listen and try to put
yourself in their shoes? We were amazed
when people somehow chose us to pour
their hearts on. It is a privilege and yet a
big responsibility. To help them express
themselves, I hear them pour out their
emotions, whether it is of anger,
frustration, sadness, or anxiety with the
firm knowledge that they are not being
judged. To let them feel that they are loved
and cared for This is what I know we
ourselves are looking for, people who will
LISTEN and empathize with us. It’s a
common need that we can easily afford
to meet if we try and give time.

2.    Encouragement

Empathy and encouragement go
hand in hand. IF you empathize; I express
it usually by giving words of
encouragement. Some people are so
natural when it comes to lifting up the
spirits of others. All they do is offer up a
smile. Some people like me, though
uncomfortable in giving any form of advice
or encouragement in front of others, I am
just there to listen and give a pat on the
back. But both are appreciated and
important. Encouragement is something
we can work on by practice. It requires
empathy. When encouraging another, I
remember this: For that very minute, day,
phone call, e-mail, THEY are the focus. I
should not always let my problems, my
embarrassment, my inhibitions, my pride
cloud my effort to bring cheer to those
who need it.

Vitamin E’s of Christianity
by: Angelita Tabin
Sal Terrae BCGG

3.      Esteem Others Better Than
Ourselves

If I really care and love other
people, I esteem them highly. I esteem
them not only because they are in power,
they are wealthy, they are more educated
than ourselves, but because I see them
in the image of our LORD. Like what
Jesus did on the cross, He unclothed
Himself of His position as GOD. He
became like us while on earth. He is even
exhorting us in the bible to do this in
Philippians 2:3-4 “Do nothing from
selfishness or empty conceit, but with
humility of mind esteem other better then
yourselves. Do not merely look out for
your own personal interests, but also for
the interests of others”.

I know that by myself and my
own willpower I cannot do it; I have to
bend on my knees and pray that God
gives me the ability to empathize,
encourage and esteem others better than
myself.

May God help us this day on
forward to be the light of the world and
Salt of the earth. Let us give your best
shot to help. Let us not be afraid to step
out and do our share of helping those
people who need our help. If it is in our
hands to do good, don’t let the
opportunity pass by. As the song goes,
“we may never pass this way again”. Do
good to all if it is in our hands to do it. As
what Paul said in I Thessalonians 3:13:
“Do not grow weary in doing good.
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In search for solutions
to our present crisis

(EXCERPTS AND REPRINTED ONLY)

Two Suyuan seminars were
conducted on two consecutive Sundays by
the Magis Deo Community’s Suyuan
trainors currently overseered by Cathy
Rafael, Agnus Dei BCGG shepherd and
concurrently main coordinator for Suyuan
and BEM (Buhay Espiritual Mag-asawa)
trainings.

The first one was held at the
Loyola School of Theology at the Ateneo
de Manila University campus last Sunday,
July 10, 2005; while the second, at the
Cainta municipal hall last Sunday, July
17.

Sixteen couples and three
singles were among the latest catch for
the Suyuan held at the Loyola School of
Theology. The participants were among
batches 3 and 4 sponsored by the
Pathways Group, represented at the one-
day seminar by Jay Bartolome.

Two Suyuans held
Meantime, the second seminar

held at the Cainta municipal hall, had five
couples only (out of the supposedly
promised 25 couples). Couple facilitators
this time were Mon and Alice Go with
Ronnie and Jean Ambe. Ferdie and Shiela
Joson, one of the two mainstay couples
for Suyuan seminars were also around to
assist Tita Cathy, Dyarn and Ferdie.

While both Suyuan seminar
groups are not part of the Magis Deo
Community-sponsored communities
which to date include those areas in
Payatas, Pateros and Taguig, these are
reportedly considered outreach activities
by Djarn and Tita Cathy, especially that
these groups were the ones who sought
the training services of our community
outreach ministry. The bulk of the expenses
incurred for this type of outreach activities
is usually covered by the sponsoring
groups (like in the case of the Pathways
group), and when there is no sponsoring
group available, some volunteer BCGGs
and very recently, from Cathy Rafael’s own
personal funds.

1- Let us remember that the
offended cannot simply be
consoled by expressions of regret.
Forgiveness does not eliminate
the need for justice, nor should it
block the search for truth. Genuine
forgiveness demands more than
an apology, and those who seek
forgiveness should be ready to be
called to accountability.

2- The pursuit of truth
regarding the grave charges
against leaders and officials
should be conducted within the

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
THAT SHOULD GOVERN OUR
SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS TO
OUR PRESENT CRISIS

provisions of our Constitution and
should respect the laws of the land.
Any proposition that disregards
our constitutional and legal
systems weakens our institutions
and paves the way for a graver
instability that can cause more
profound suffering to our people.

3- Any proposed solution to
our present situation that relies on
or leads to violence is
unacceptable. Violence harms the
innocent and inflicts wounds so
deep that will take generations to
heal.

4- We ask our leaders to give
our people hope, by giving
immediate attention to authentic

reform. Political systems that are
prone to corruption must swiftly and
decisively reformed, and
institutions built that can effectively
respond to the aspirations of our
people for a better life.

5- In these confusing times
when people are easily swayed by
emotions and led astray by quick-
fix solutions, may cooler heads
prevail. Let true lovers of the
Filipino people come together to
discern carefully before God, what
is truly for the immediate and long-
run good of our country. Let us not
fall easy prey to those self-seeking
politicians from all the different
political parties, who have held the
country’s future hostage to their
own ambitions, and have brought
us to where we sadly find ourselves
today.

Gaudencio B. Rosales, D.D.
Archbishop of Manila
and the Bishops of the
Metropolitan Province of Manila

July 01, 2005

Couple-facilitators were Pocholo
and Merle Cea of the Agnus Dei BCGG..

On hand to assist Tita Cathy at
the first seminar were Djarn Pestano,
Outreach Ministry Head, Ferdie Cruz,
Ministry vice chairperson. Also present
were the following Suyuan facilitator-
trainees: Noli and Marilou Sta. Maria of
Agnus Dei BCGG, Nilo and Melissa
Sabueto of the Payatas Suyuan batch 4
group; and Tony and Lynne Arevalo of the
Sirach and Sal Terrae BCGGs.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

A.R. AREVALO, Jr.

It’s now or never, I better
ask the oft-repeated questions
that my more experienced
colleagues would very
conveniently blurt out in the course
of facilitating their prayer
meetings: Where would Christ be
in the midst of our current socio-
politico-economic turmoil? What
would He have said or done having
been a witness to all the events
that have unfolded in the last month
or so till the much-ballyhooed
SONA?

To dwell on this delicate
matter as part of our community
may raise the hackles of some
colleagues as this may be divisive,
but better to express one’s views
— good or not — than be a mere
passivist, indifferent to what is
going on. As what our most recent
First Friday speaker stressed,
religion and politics (and for me,
business as well) can and do mix.
I strongly feel that I must not be
compartmentalized in that I have
to behave differently when it
comes to matters of the soul, and
behave differently when it comes
to mundane things. I feel that I
should strive for integrity, for
wholeness.

Anyway, I do not know if
you will agree or squirm in your
seat, but I feel that in the face of
the current crisis involving our
national leadership, many of us
have indeed lost the interest to
even make any halfhearted stand.
Even worse, as one writer put it,
many of us have somehow lost our
scruples, our idealism; our sense
of distinguishing what is morally
right and conveniently right. There
are those who will, if they haven’t
yet,  let this major issue of betrayal
of public trust, among other things,
just be allowed to pass (and be

An unnerving
impasse

forgotten like the many iniquities
that have beset our society before)
without any sanction whatsoever,
for the sake of propping up
whatever stability is left in the
government; those who still go for
a truth commission when the very
thing we want to know is already
known and has in fact, already
been (though belatedly) admitted
by the very person being the target
of massive and widespread
protests; those who go for the
status quo as nobody presumably
in this 84M-strong country is
capable anyway of taking over the
awesome task of steering the ship
of state; and, those who join the
clamor for a cha-cha as though this
were the timely, relevant solution to
the current problem.

Of course, the  Biblical
passage that challenges anyone
who has no sin to hurl the first
stone at the offender do so, has
probably caused us to hesitate and
subsequently, just keep things to
ourselves and simply pray that the
Lord will put an immediate end to
all of these. Or, perhaps the advice
of the pragmatic that if your
interests are not meddled with and
you are not directly affected
anyway by what is going on, better
ignore it and just go merrily about
your daily business.

I wonder really how the Lord
will rate us Catholics for what we
have thought, felt and believed to
be the best course of action to take

nowadays. I know fully well how He
treated Mary Magdalene. But what
about His verbal outburst and
flogging of the vendors desecrating
the temple? Could the nature of
such transgression (apparently
made by less schooled citizens of
His time) and its gravity be any
different from what is now going
on?

Meantime, at the height of
this unnerving impasse in our
political landscape, I realize that I
can only say and do so much. I am
striving no end to steel my nerves
and  join the rest of Christendom in
asking for His grace that I still at
least be able to cling to my faith and
continue the Magis Deo cause of
becoming and helping others in the
process, become a wheat among
weeds, become a salt of the earth,
light of the world.

And even as I do that,
hobbling along at times, I will
periodically peer thru the bleak and
blurry horizon for that feeble ray of
hope that may just be there,
unnoticed but waiting for the right
moment to glow perhaps in the dark
or sparkle at the break of dawn…
to make our beloved Philippines as
what our national leader just
claimed most recently to be
divided into two (you should no
longer wonder why that has
happened by now), to finally
become, as the Spice Girls put,
“two become one”.
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Five lovely and intelligent
daughters, a grandson, a
comfortable life, a cozy home …
all these blessings and more in the
past twenty five years…

My husband and I decided
to renew our marriage vows on our
25th year (July 19, 2005. According
to friends, nowadays it is very rare
that couples reach 25 years, a
milestone, an achievement so they
say.

To prepare for the affair,
one of my daughters selected
some of our old pictures in our
family album and made a video
presentation. She chose old
pictures when we were dating, our
wedding day, their pictures when
they were small, their pictures as
they grow up to be lovely ladies,
our family picture when we travel
or go on summer trip and turn it
into 15 minutes video presentation
of good memories and of good
times. When my daughter showed
me the video the first time, I cried
because I felt very happy and
proud of all these wonderful
moments in our lives.

But married life is not all
GOOD TIMES. Being young and
unsure of the future, there were
trials, rough roads traveled and
tough times that we went through.
We were not spared by these, and
during those times I felt like giving
up and just running away from it all.

But it was never the same
when I came across a particular
line in one of the books I read. It

Our 25 Years of Two-getherness……
by:  Tony & Excel Ancheta

Mustard Seed BCGG
Tony – “If I am to live my life again and will choose the woman I will commit my life to , it will be you , for

I know that God chose you to be the one.”

Excel – “Twenty five years ago, two young hearts unsure of the future decided to commit themselves and
promised to love each other no matter what. We’ve been through it all, you taught me how to love and how
to feel pain. Today as I renew my vows, I ‘d like you to know that there is no other man I will love in this

life and beyond but just you.”

says, “if you truly love someone,
you must know how to lovingly
accept the truth of every moment.”
As I reflect on these lines, I realized
that it  did not speak of more love
to give nor forgiveness and
understanding or sacrifice BUT “
LOVING ACCEPTANCE OF THE
TRUTH OF EVERY MOMENT.”

Putting the LORD above
all, in our relationship, in our family
and in everything that we do
reminds us of how HE lovingly
accepts us for whoever we are
and whatever we do for and
against HIM at every moment .

It was when I realized that if
I can only love my husband the way
CHRIST loves us,  I can lovingly
accept  the truth of every moment,
of every joy and pain that we had

to go through because it  only is
when we know how to  lovingly
accept every truth of every moment
that we can only experience
GENUINE and  TRUE LOVE.

The kind of love that only
GOD can give. It encompasses
forgiveness, understanding,
sacrifice and most of all
acceptance of truth.

If couples remain centered
in CHRIST and  anchors their family
life in HIM, twenty five years is not
too far.

Today, Tony and I wear two
wedding rings, the one of 1980 and
the one of 2005. And every time we
look at it, it tells us a beautiful story,
crafted in GOD’s love.
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Venue :Center for Family Ministries
(CEFAM) Ateneo de Manila University,
Loyola Heights, Q.C.
Fee :P 1,500.00 per person/ P 2,600.00
for both parents  (Includes handouts,

lunch and snacks for both days)

Limited Slots Available.
For reservations, please call tel.
nos. 426-4289 to 92.

Two-Day Workshop Topics:
1.  Building A Positive Rela-
tionship With Your Child/
Teen
2 . C o m m u n i c a t i n g
Effectively With Your
Child/Teen
3. How To Improve Your
Child’s / Teen’s Self-
Esteem
4. Positive Ways To
Discipline Your Child/Teen

Would you
like to raise
your child

well?
join CEFAM’s

PEP-Kids/
PEP-Teens

Workshops

PEP-KIDS WORKSHOP:
September 3 & 10, 2005, 8:30AM-
4:30 PM
PEP-TEENS WORKSHOP:
October 1 & 8, 2005, 8:30 AM -
4:30 PM

Pagpasok palang ng salitang
Pangalan ang unang papasok sa
isipan ng mga estudyante, mga
guro, propesor at mga taong
mahilig sa pilipino  subject...
marahil sila a tama subalit hindi ito
subject sa paaralan kundi bagkus
ito ay tumatalakay sa sariling
pagkatao.
     
 Batay sa aming pinag-aralan sa
M.E. Weekend ang bawat tao ay
may itinakdang pangalan at sa
bawat pangalang  iyon ay may
kaakibat na kwento kasaysayan o
sariling istorya. Kung papaano
naibigay ang pangalan sa taong
dapat magtaglay, mahirap man o
mayaman sila ay nakikila sa
kanilang pangalan. Isang
halimbawa na dito ang kwento
tungkol sa pagbibigay ng
pangalan kay Juan Bautista.
KItang kita naman talaga doon
kung paano pinagtalunan,pinag
isipan at pinag-aralan mabuti
kung ano ang dapat itawag sa
kanya.

      Tulad din sa amin ito ang
naging pamantayan ng aking ama,
kung papaano ito ipapangalan sa
aming mag kakapatid. Marahil ito
ang pangalan na para sa amin.
Kaya ang lahat ng kapatid ko ay
nag sisimula letrang “A”. Ito ay  sa
kadahilanang pag may titik na
naiba sa simula ng pangalan ito ay
maagang namamatay. Ayon sa
aking pag kakaalam ito ay
kanyang tinutulad sa kanyang
kapatid na iniba ang simula ng
pangalan ng isa sa kanyang

anak,ito ay namatay sanggol pa
lamang. Gaya din sa istorya ng
aking asawa marahil batid din ng
kanyang magulang kung bakit
binigay ang pangalan “CRISTINA”
sa kanya ,sapagkat ang kanyang
magulang din noon ay
nagtalo,nag-isip kung ano ang
dapat itawag sa kanya.Dahil nga
nalalapit na ang kapaskuhan,ito
marahil ang sumagi sa kanilang
isipan na iniugnay ang kanyang
pangalan,sa ating panginoon.
(Cristmas Time ika nga).

      Kaya minsan nakakalungkot
maraming tao ang hindi nakaka-
alam kung ano ang halaga ng
pangalan para sa kanila. Ang
intesyon kong banggitin ay ang,
kung paano itataguyod o itatama
ng isang tao ang kanyang
dignidad o dangal! Dangal na
ibinigay ng diyos na pantay pantay.
marahil ito ay kanilang
nakalimutan. Hindi mahalaga kung
anong pangalan meron ka. Ang
mahalaga kung papaano mo ito
pinapakita na ikaw ay bahagi ng
Diyos sa kanyang mga ginagawa.
Dahil kung pinag-aaralan natin ang
istorya ng pangalan o ang lahi ni
Jesus Christ, ay hindi naman lahat,
mabuti ang  kanyang pinagmulan,
subalit pagdating sa ating
panginoon ipinakita niya dito na
kahit ano ang iyong pinagmulan ay
may karapatan ang bawat nilalang
na makibahagi sa kanyang
kaharian.maging sino ka man!!
Basta ikaw ay sumunod sa kanya.
GOD BLESSYOU!

Pangalan
by Allan/Shane& Cristina Pangilinan

M.E. Class  79
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The Outreach
Ministry had its 5th “Buhay Espiritwal
ng Mag-asawa” (BEM) for the year
and was conducted at Damayan in
Malabon City. The Facilitator was
Monchito Mossessgeld of Cana
BCGG while the Couple Sharers
were Eli & Edith Prieto of Genesis
BCGG and Doy & Becky Dizon of
Arch. Gabriel BCGG. RGS Sisters
provided the venue, morning
merienda & lunch while the afternoon
merienda, flowers & stipend for the
priest, facilitator & sharers were from
the “ampaw” of Tita Cathy.

Suyuan/BEM Committee
Head Cathy Rafael conducted two
Suyuan seminars on two
consecutive Sundays. The first one
was held at the Loyola School of
Theology at the Ateneo de Manila
University campus last Sunday, July
10, 2005 while the second, at the
Cainta municipal hall last Sunday,
July 17.

Sixteen couples and three
singles were among the latest catch
for the Suyuan held at the Loyola
School of Theology. The participants
were among batches 3 and 4
sponsored by the Pathways Group,
represented at the one-day seminar
by Jay Bartolome. Couple-

Facilitators were Pocholo and Merle
Cea of the Agnus Dei BCGG.

On hand to assist Tita Cathy
at the first seminar were Djarn
Pestano, Outreach Ministry Head
and Ferdie Cruz, Ministry Asst.
Head. Also present were the
following Suyuan facilitator-trainees:
Noli and Marilou Sta. Maria of Agnus
Dei BCGG, Nilo and Melissa Sabueto
of the Payatas Suyuan batch 4
group; and Tony and Lynne Arevalo
of the Sirach and Sal Terrae BCGGs.

Meantime, the second
seminar was held at MDWSO
(Pambayang Tangapan ng
Kagalingang Panlipunan at
Pagpapaunlad) in Cainta, Rizal. Six
couples only attended (out of the
supposedly promised 25 couples).
Couple-Facilitators this time were
Mon & Alice Go assisted by Ferdie
& Sheila Joson while Ronnie and
Jean Ambe were on OJT as
Facilitators-Couple. On hand to
assist Tita Cathy were Ferdie Cruz
of Gentiles BCGG & Djarna Pestano
of Galilee BCGG.

While both Suyuan
seminars were not part of the Magis
Deo Community-sponsored
communities which to date include
those areas in Payatas, Pateros and

Taguig, these are reportedly
considered outreach activities by Tita
Cathy, especially that these groups
were the ones who sought the
services of our community’s
Outreach Ministry. Some sponsoring
group shoulders the bulk of
expenses incurred for this type of
outreach activities (like in the case
of the Pathways group). When there
is no sponsoring group available,
funding comes from some volunteer
BCGGs or Magis members and Tita
Cathy Rafael’s “ampaw.”

  Outreach Ministry had its
15th Suyuan last July 22-23, 2005 at
Marsman-Davao. It was the “baptism

of fire” for Ronnie and Jean Ambe
couple, this being their first-time as
Facilitator-Couple conducting the
Suyuan by themselves. On the 1st

day, 11 couples were in attendance
while there were 18 couples on the
2nd day. It was a successful one
and Willy Melaya of Marsman was
very happy that Magis Deo was
able to send another Visayan-
speaking couple. The last mainstay
Suyuan couple for Marsman-
Davao were Marlon & Jane Verano.
Unfortunately, Jane and children
migrated to America last April 2005.
Marsman shoulders all expenses
for Davao Suyuan.

5th Buhay Espiritwal ng Mag-asawa
by Ferdie Cruz

Msgr. Emmanuel Sunga
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Calendar of Activities
AUGUST – OCTOBER 2005

August
02        Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting6
05 Community Celebration Corinthian Gardens
6-7 Shepherding 2 CeFam
16 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office, Ateneo
19-21 ME Weekend BLD Covenant House
22 Deadline:Newsletter Articles/Photos
27-28 Team Training Seminar CeFam
30 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting7

September
02        Community Celebration San Carlos, Lay Formation
2 - 4 ME – 2 P 3,000/couple
16-18 SDR Canossa Retreat House

Fr. Ruben Tanseco,SJ
P 3,500/couple

20 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office, Ateneo

Birthday Celebrants
AUGUST

Wedding
Anniversaries

AUGUST

5 Gay Laurel Arch. Gabriel
Dudette Pinto Class 71
Cris Crisostomo Class 74

7 Derick Reyrao Class 74
8 Peachy Ocampo Class 73
9 Nilo Sta. Maria Magnificat

John Marie
Ledesma Sal Terrae

10 Terry Abella Class 79
11 Susan

Concepcion Galilee
12 Claire Palma Galilee
13 Alvin Punzalan Class 71
 14 Egay Pestano+ Galilee

Alvin Maravilla Class 77
Noy Arkoncel Class 69

15 Maritoni Maravilla Class 77
16 Clyde Abapo Philippians

Phil Tumaneng Class 74
Michael Joseph
Paderon Class 78

17 Josie Llamas Genesis
Mimay Sison Class 71
Teret Ombina Class 76

18 Boy Cordero Cana
Gina Eleda Micah 6:8
Amy Deacosta Sal Terrae
Jaime Balao Class 77
Cindy Pajal Class 69

19 Harry Chua Sirach
20 Marcia Balderas Arch. Gabriel
21 Fred

Buenaventura Kapatiran
Kay Kristo

John John Nery Wisdom
Cesar Pareja Agnus Dei

22 Pat Badilla Arch. Gabriel
Bert Sandoval Class 71
Carolyn Santos Class 76

23 Jay Ng Sy Agnus Dei
Gigi Resurreccion Galilee
Fe Reyes Philippians
Maria Concepcion
Montenegro Class 78

 25 Linda Santos Agnus Dei
Marife
Torrecampo Class 77
Bienvenido
de Leon Class 78
Grace Moselina Class 79

 26 Suni Rodriguez Micah 6:8
Renante Laroco Class 78

27 Rico Alejandrino Class 71
Ricardo Arcega Class 75

28 Agnes Tumaneng Class 74
Carol Villa Sirach

 29 Jun Ona Arch. Gabriel
Nette Arceo Gentiles
Danilo Collado Class 79

 30 Sheila Joson Sirach
Cathy Conde Class 68

 31 Mon Chamorro Arch. Gabriel

3 Cris & Babes
Crisostomo Class 74

5 Shane & Tina
Pangilinan Class 79

8 Ramie & Mimi
Santos Psalm 46

10 Rudy & Lynne
Ebardo Philippians
Willie & Femie
Domingo Class 74
Francisco & Flora
Dalosa Class 78

11 Mori & Lulu
Nishimori Class 74

October

1 & 8 PEP – Teens Seminar Workshop CeFam
04 Shepherds & Ministry Heads Meeting3
07 Community Celebration San Carlos, Lay Formation
18 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office, Ateneo
29-30 Shepherding 1 CeFam

Would you
like to raise
your child

well?

please call tel. nos.

426-4289 to 92


